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ABSTRACT
Technical debt (TD) is an economical term used to depict non-
optimal choicesmade in the software development process. It occurs
usually when developers take shortcuts instead of following agreed
upon development practices, and unchecked growth of technical
debt can start to incur negative effects for software development
processes.

Technical debt detection and management is mainly done manu-
ally, and this is both slow and costly way of detecting technical debt.
Automatic detection would solve this issue, but even state-of-the-art
tools of today do not accurately detect the appearance of technical
debt. Therefore, increasing the accuracy of automatic classification
is of high importance, so that we could eliminate significant portion
from the costs relating to technical debt detection.

This research aims to solve the problem in detection accuracy
by bringing in together static code analysis and natural language
processing. This combination of techniques will allow more ac-
curate detection of technical debt, when compared to them being
used separately from each other. Research also aims to discover
themes and topics from written developer messages that can be
linked to technical debt. These can help us to understand technical
debt from developers’ viewpoint. Finally, we will build an open-
source tool/plugin that can be used to accurately detect technical
debt using both static analysis and natural language processing
methods.
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1 INTRODUCTION
Technical debt (TD) is an economical term first introduced in the
1990’s by Cunningham, and it is used to depict non-optimal choices
made in the software development process [7]. Technical debt oc-
curs usually when developers take shortcuts instead of following
agreed upon development practices [1]. Unchecked growth of tech-
nical debt can yield extra development costs later in the devel-
opment processes [8]. Financial costs are not the only negative
aspects associated with this growth, as it can lead to weakened
morale, lower productivity, worse quality, decreased code maintain-
ability, extra costs and working hours, lack of motivation, impairing
development of new features, making it harder for newcomers to
comprehend the code and overall higher risks [29, 32].

With all the negative effects that TD has on software develop-
ment, it is worth looking at how commonly it is encountered and
how long TD items can stay in projects. Recent study [25] analyzed
33 projects from Apache to discover how diffused technical debt
really is. The results show, that technical debt is commonly seen in
software projects. Another study [30] shows that 80% of technical
debt is never removed from the developed systems, and that only
9% gets actually removed through refactoring.

TD can therefore be seen as a widespread phenomenon, and
it can effect software projects for a long time. There is clearly a
need for TD management, but currently there are number of is-
sues relating to the management costs and TD identification. It has
been shown that major costs for technical debt management stem
from manual analysis and evaluation processes[15, 33]. Manually
labeling TD items is expensive and automating these steps would
be important, but even the state-of-the-art tools today do not nec-
essarily capture from code metrics the most important parts that
should be refactored [18].

This research aims to tackle this problem by bridging free-form
natural language analysis and static code analysis together. The
main contributions are development of a tool to automatically and
accurately detect TD. We also analyze developers’ written mes-
sages to uncover reasons and activities that are responsible for the
appearance of technical debt.

2 RELATEDWORK
The research is based on previous works that deal with technical
debt management, its automatic detection, and static metrics relat-
ing to it. We also rely on a specific subclass of technical debt coined
self-admitted technical debt, which is mainly researched with NLP
techniques.

2.0.1 Technical debt management. It has been shown that major
costs for technical debt management stem from manual analysis
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and evaluation processes [15]. Manual identification was used also
in another study [33], where developers spent 10 weeks looking for
items that could be labeled as technical debt. Manually labeling TD
items is error-prone and expensive way of working, which requires
several persons cross-checking and validating each others labeling
for errors. Automating these steps would eliminate a significant
portion of workload from TD management.

2.1 Automatic technical debt detection
Technical debt management would benefit greatly from automatic
TD detection, but automating these analyses and evaluations is
still hard. Even the state-of-the-art tools today do not necessarily
capture from code metrics the most important parts that should
be refactored. One study [18] explored SonarQube’s metrics and
discovered that from the over 200 violations that are listed in the
tool’s manual, only 26 have a low possibility for causing faults,
and that code labeled as a bug practically never led to actual errors.
Authors note that SonarQube’s estimations do not accurately reflect
the real amount of work needed for refactoring and maintenance,
nor do they portray accurately the actual costs related to these
activities.

2.2 Self-admitted technical debt
Self-admitted technical debt (SATD) is technical debt, which is
accompaniedwith amessage from the developer admitting that debt
was taken. Previous studies have researched SATD by analyzing
source code comments [16, 24], analyzing diffusion and history of
code as well as commit message analysis relying on identification
of manually selected keywords [31]. Another study investigated
whether technical debt is discussed at issue trackers [4]. Their
findings show that sometimes developers do use technical debt and
related concepts, but this is very rare.

2.3 Static technical debt metrics
One possibility for technical debt detection is to utilize metrics
which are based on code smells and object-oriented programming.

Code smells indicate poor code quality, and are therefore closely
related to TD. The 22 smells introduced in [3] and their taxonomies
from [22] can be utilized for technical debt detection/classification.
Exact thresholds for code smells can be hard to decide, but previous
research offers some guidelines onmanually decided thresholds [10]
or levels based on machine-learning [13]. Object-oriented metrics
such as the ones proposed by Chidamber and Kemerer [6] and later
supplemented by Li [20] can be used in conjunction with the code
smell metrics. Lastly, we can use classifications and metrics from
existing tools, as was done in [12].

It is important to note, that code based detection can only reveal
part of the TD in the system [17]. Therefore it is important to
combine these metrics with other techniques such as NLP analysis,
as TD can exist even when it doesn’t violate any coding guidelines.

3 RESEARCH HYPOTHESES
The aim of this research is to combine NLP with static code analy-
ses in order to develop new methods to better detect and analyze
technical debt. This is done by investigating the written communi-
cations (commit messages, code comments, issue tracker messages

etc.) of the developers in relation to accumulation of TD. We en-
hance TD detection by creating new models and resources that
help in detecting technical debt from textual messages and code
metrics. The investigation into the written communications include
analyzing what kind of themes and topics emerge from these com-
munications, and how these communications can be mapped to
code level changes. Finally we build a tool to both detect appearance
of technical debt as well as reporting developer communication
patterns. These aims are achieved through following hypotheses:

Hypothesis 1 - Employing automated NLP techniques rather than
relying on manually chosen predictor terms, or phrases leads to higher
accuracy in technical debt detection. The first hypothesis claims that
automating NLP techniques to detect patterns predicting technical
debt can lead to better results than relying on manually created NLP
resources. Previous studies have examined technical debt through
NLP by looking at manually chosen and labeled predictor terms [31]
from commit messages, or phrases [24] on code level commits.

A previous study [31] looked at if a commit message contained
one of five manually chosen predictor terms that were: refactor,
bug, feature, improve, and document. They report an area under
curve (AUC) of 0.57, when predicting the appearance of SATD only
through comments messages. In our first and yet unpublished study,
we show that selecting automaticallywords instead of relying on the
appearance ofmanually chosen ones can lead to higher performance
when using commit messages to technical debt detection.

Instead of commit messages, NLP can be applied to code level
comments for technical debt detection. In a previous study [16],
it was shown that relying on manually created phrases [24] for
technical debt does not guarantee best results. In our second and
ongoing study, we are building a classifier that can predict when a
developer should have labeled a code comment to contain "TODO"-
keyword. This word is important, as state-of-the-art tools such
as SonarQube [26] rely on detecting individual keywords. This
causes problems in detection accuracy, as some of the relevant com-
ments are missed due to a missing keyword. Therefore, identifying
automatically comments which should have such a keyword can
improve their performance.

Hypothesis 2 - NLP analysis reveals topics of developers’ written
messages when they have committed technical debt. We predict that
there will be a connection on themessages the developers write, and
the appearance of certain kind of technical debt. This can mean that
they use certain types of expressions or words. As an example, we
can look at actual SATD-comments labeled in a previous study [21]:

• Example 1: TODO we should have better logging than stderr
• Example 2: TODO: Handle empty contents
• Example 3: TODO: Work on a better way for customizing
keybindings

• Example 4: TODO: Maybe integrate this with PaddingMan-
ager.

• Example 5: TODO This should ideally be using it’s own class
(instead of ClientRMSecurityInfo)

• Example 6: TODO should be conf injected?
Examples 1 and 3 talk about non-optimal code, which indicates
that there should be a better implementation than the one used.
Example 2 is about a missing functionality, which should be taken
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into account. Examples 4 and 5 speak about performing refactoring.
Finally the last one expresses uncertainty about the implemented
code, and if it should be changed or not.

Our prediction is that we can identify certain topics such as "non-
optimal implementation" in the Examples 1 & 3 above, "refactoring"
in Examples 4 & 5, and "uncertainty" in Example 6.

In a way, our work is similar to [9], where the authors classified
SATD comment to different TD types. They identified 5 different
categories: design, defect, documentation, requirement and testing
debt. We are not looking at TD classification, but rather what the
topics are being expressed / discussed. In this way we are com-
plementing the work done by [9]. Combining their approach and
ours, we could label the Example 6 from above as “Design debt,
Uncertain Developer”, where Design Debt is classification from [9],
and Refactoring is the topic we identified from the comment.

The technical details on how this topic identification and classifi-
cation is accomplished are not yet set in stone, but one possibility is
to use Latent Dirichlet Allocation (LDA) for clustering words to top-
ics [5]. LDA is a versatile technique, which has been used previously
e.g. to prioritize test cases [28], examine code evolution [27] and
analyze developer discussions on Stack Overflow [2]. LDA relies on
three critical parameters: number of topics, and hyper parameters
𝛼 and 𝛽 which define how many topics one text has, and how many
words are in one topic. Deciding these and especially the number
of topics is critical for LDA performance [14]. One possibility is to
use a genetic algorithm such a DEOptim1 to find best parameters
by optimizing rate of perplexity change (RPC) [34].

Using results from LDA analyses, we can build a model which
can analyze code level messages and label themwith different topics.
This helps to monitor the system’s status and to identify what kind
of actions are needed in different parts of the system.

The textual data does not need to be only from code level, and it
could be combined from a number of different sources including
issue trackers, commit messages, and other sources. Issue track-
ers have especially been shown to be one possible place where
developers talk about technical debt [11], and that utilizing ma-
chine learning tools to discover technical debt items should be
investigated further [4].

Hypothesis 3 - There exists a connection between identified topics
on written messages and code level changes. We hypothesize that
we can map the topics discovered in Hypothesis 2 to certain types
of changes on the code level by combining NLP results to other
software metrics. One example is that when we identify topics such
as "Refactoring Needed" or "Non-optimal code" from Examples 3
and 5 above, we will also analyze the code for metrics. Maybe in
these cases the results could be "Non-optimal Code, Developing to
Long Method", "Refactoring Needed, Developing to Feature Envy".
Based on millions of analyses, we can make general and project-
based predictions such as: "Uncertainty in Development leads in
65% cases to Long Method, 30% cases to God Class and 5% has no
apparent TD."

This also works the other way, so that we can pinpoint from code
metrics possible weak spots on the system, which do not have yet
a comment. Analyzing millions of code comments and metrics, we
can then possibly propose what kind of comment there should be
1https://cran.r-project.org/web/packages/DEoptim/index.html

injected. Previous research [11] lists “lack of code documentation”
as one of the top-3 causes for technical debt. Linking the discovered
topics from our second hypotheses to different software metrics
and vice versa, we can make technical debt items and their nature
more visible.

Hypothesis 4 - Using NLP methods to identify appearance of tech-
nical debt can be utilized in the creation of a tool that helps developers
to better identify when debt has been created. With the experiences
gained from Hypotheses 1 - 3, we will create an independent tool or
a plugin to detect technical debt with NLP methods. Utilizing NLP
in conjunction with other methods has been shown to improve the
results, and sometimes offering much better cost-effectiveness [31].

The technical details of the tool are still open, but it most likely
will be created both as an individually usable module for program-
ming purposes, as well as an plugin to an existing popular IDE such
as Eclipse.

4 RESEARCH METHODS AND MATERIALS
Research will be based on mining software repositories and issue
trackers for data, which is then analyzed using NLP methods and
machine learning implementations. Software repository mining is
an efficient way to gather large amounts of data for analysis, and
it has been utilized in previous studies [23, 24, 31]. Our study will
mine and examine several open-source repositories from different
projects. Utilizing several projects from different software domains
will not only increase the size of the data set, but it can reveal
similarities and differences between developers and projects. One
possibility is also to use an already created software repository
dataset, such as Technical Debt Dataset [19], which guarantees
more easily reproducible results for other researchers.

In this research repository mining will not only include develop-
ers’ comments, but also different metrics from commits to identify
technical debt from the code using NLP methods. These metrics
include, but are not limited to, number of lines added, deleted or
changed per commit, and different technical debt metrics and their
changes at commit level granularity such as several method com-
plexity metrics. The NLP methods of this research include utilizing
different methods such as bag-of-words (BoW), Latent Dirichlet
Allocation (LDA) and word embeddings (WE). These can be sup-
plemented with other techniques such as dependency parsing and
named-entity recognition. Utilizing aforementioned NLP methods,
we will create different open-source resources that can be utilized
on their own or part of some analysis tool. These resources include,
but are not limited to activity and topic lexicons, and a visualization
plugin for an existing tool. The lexicons offer an inexpensive and
relatively easy way to train and evaluate different classifiers that
analyze textual data around technical debt.

In addition, we are in contact with a company partner during
the research in order to test our methodology in an industry envi-
ronment.

5 EXPECTED CONTRIBUTIONS
The contributions of the studies performed during the PhD thesis
can be summarized broadly as follows:
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• Developing new methods for technical debt detection from
developers code comments, commit messages, issue trackers
and other written sources

• Creation of open-source NLP resources to aid in further
development of toold for technical debt detection

• Looking at different themes and patterns that revolve around
technical debt from written messages

• Designing a method to tie the identified patterns to code
level changes, to enhance technical debt detection

• Developing a tool/plugin to help detecting technical debt
introduction by analyzing both NLP and code metrics

The main contributions of this work are the development of
the new tool/plugin to better detect technical debt by analyzing
textual messages with NLP, and looking deeper into the developers
messages connected to technical debt. The tool/plugin can be used
either individually or in combination with other tools/plugins to
detect technical debt better by complementing each other. The
NLP resources, such as lexicons, will be offered as open-source
online resources, to be used in future research. The themes and
topics discovered by analyzing the messages can yield additional
information, and possibly offer a completely new venue from which
to investigate technical debt. Social aspects such as different written
communications are an area that has not been yet fully utilized in
relation to technical debt.

We conduct our research in an open way, and release all our
datasets, codes and developed tools as open-source in order to
benefit the research community and the industry.

6 COMPLETION TIMELINE
The author is a 1st year PhD student, who has completed the first full
journal paper regarding Hypotheses 1. The paper is still in review.
Work for a second paper regarding “TODO”-keyword prediction is
currently underway, and it will be submitted to a conference, such
as SANER or MSR. Work relating to Hypotheses 2 & 3 will begin
after completing the second paper. The expected timeline for papers
to be published from them will be within 2020/1. The tool/plugin
will be published in 2022, which is also when the student is expected
to defend his thesis.
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